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About This Game

A mysterious tavern with a deadly secret! Check-in to this magical tale of murder and mystery where not everything is as it
seems. Explore the tavern in secret or in style, meet and mingle with guests and staff, wield weapons and magic and uncover

clues before the killer strikes again!

Evertree Inn is an immersive 265,000 word interactive experience by Thom Baylay, where your choices control the story. It’s
entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast unstoppable power of your imagination.

What will you do when an overnight stay in a highway tavern turns into the biggest mystery of your life? Will you rise to the
challenge, or will you resist your destiny? Are you in it for the money, for the thrill of the chase or are you secretly hoping for

romance? Enter an open world, where the choices you ignore matter as much as the ones you explore and where every
interaction has a reaction. Choose your path as elf or dwarf, human or halfling or even the elusive brownie and find out if you

have what it takes to survive the night at Evertree Inn?

 Immerse yourself in the fully open and explorable tavern where your actions have real consequences.

 Play as any one of five races, each with their own unique abilities and dialogue options!

 Overcome obstacles with brute strength, keen perception, natural cunning and even magic.
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 Battle with any weapon you can imagine or unleash an impressive arsenal of spells.

 Boldly confront guests and staff or lurk in the shadows as you uncover clues.

 Make enemies and friends and maybe even find true love.

 Play as male, female or non-binary.

 Play as gay, straight, bisexual or asexual.
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Why city.

Why?

A question as simple as it is deep.

A question we together will explore, but not before laying a framewrok from which we can understand this piece.

For to understand VCB: Why City, we must ourselves be proto historians of the genre in which it inhabits. A genre that spans
from the Grand Theft Auto series, to Driver. From the Mafia series, to True Crime. A genre both full of innovation and, alas,
repetition. Yet despite it's competition, it's successes, it's numerous failures, this is the genre in which VCB exists. This is the
genre VCB calls it's home. A genre which ecompassing both the cadavers of lesser productions, and the flowing buds that sprout
from the rich ground.

A disclaimer then in fore. This reviewer, though making every effort to be impartial, is an unashamed fan of the Grant Theft
Auto series.

VCB: Why City drops the player straight into the deep end, leaving them to discover the workings of the world via direct
exploration. In fact, the first mission extends to nothing more than this. A mission which has the player learn each and every
feature of the host city through a series of seemlessly ending checkpoints; rom the barren ubranized locale of the local Kebab
vendor, to the barren urbanized locale of the local cam♥♥♥♥♥'s apartment. It is a world both familiar and foreign. A world so
real, yet so bizarre. A world teeming with rich narrative arcs begging to be rendered.

And that is what VCB delivers.

Despite a slow and somewhat ardous start,t hese locales quickly reveal themselves to be the generators of rich and diverse
gameplay. Against the clock driving? Tick. ... Shooting? Against the clock driving while intoxicated? Tick.Tick. This game has
it all. A few hours playing this feels like an etenity.

VCB: Why city rides an intricate line between GTA4 and GTA5, borrowing the best from the former whilst eschewing the
regressions from the latter. In it's own way, VCB IS the successor to GTA4. But as much as it follows from the Rockstar
franchise, it also breaks from it. Instead of an Americentric view of the world, VCB opts for a more idiosyncratic slav
perspective on things. A switch that, whilst initially jarring, bears ample fruit.

So then what is a GTA fanboy to think of this title? Well, let's put it simly...
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In 2003 I first heard OK Computer. In 2017 i first played VCB: Why city.

Controls: 0/5

Graphichs: #/5

Gameplay: 10/5

5/5. Would never play again.. Why I can not find Hurk?????. Second Strike includes an additional single player campaign called
"Unfinished Business" with refined AI and new challenging levels. It also introduces a new multiplayer mode (Capture the Flag)
and three additional weapons: the M200 and L96 sniper rifles and the Desert Eagle high caliber pistol. Its fun to have with this
game because it just adds more to the story. The downfall of this dlc is that there is only 3 campaign missions in single player
which doesn't take to long to beat. The multiplayer aspect of this game is still alive but low in compared with other games today.
If you enjoyed this main games story then this is one dlc not to pass up. I enjoyed the dlc and the main game, if you love sniping
then this is game for you!. Sisyphus Reborn well where do I start, this game brought alot of emotion to me. A game were no one
speaks and only sounds immitate the voice, many dillusional characters throughout the game. It took me a small while to
understand what was going on, I felt like I was that guy not knowing where I was or what I was doing. I highly recommend this
game to anyone who needs to connect with their inner-self. Most people do not read my reviews, but if you are then thank you. I
might not make much sense but I put alot of time and effort into playing amazing games, just like this one. Now that I own the
collectors edition my life is pretty much well complete.. Fun casual puzzle game. Spawn and push hexagons around to clear
clusters and witness exciting colorful animations and set high scores, while hypnotic music plays in the background.

Challenging arcade, puzzle, and adventure modes; and innovative game mechanics. If you like spatial reasoning puzzles you'll
find this entertaining.. this is the best game i have played since 1970 its so amazing you wont even belive it i would give it a 11 /
10. Pretty good so far, very early days for this though.

The game runs solid and smooth for a EA title.

Gameplay is light, easy and not taxing, i am looking forwar dto see what they add.

The humour and graphics is very childlike though, who is it aimed at? no child is playing this surely?
The graphics could be better, they are like spore in a way, but like the graphics from say 6yrs ago, could be better in this
department.

Finally..Bad Camera controls, what were they on? you have to move cursors to the edge of the screen, not to scroll the camera
but to rotate it, can we not just use the right mouse button, terrible controls and camera.

I nearly forgot to mention, the maps are tiny, really tiny, not sure where they are going with that, it does seem to mean we wont
be building much though as there is no room on the small maps.

Another biggie is that you can not save during the game only at the end, meaning you are going to need hours of uninterupted
time to play through this with no mid save function.

Giving this a thumbs up for now, only time will tell, not much there and terrible controls but solid and bug free so far, lets see
what happens to it.
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Realy cool game, the only point is that its so awesome buggy that its nearly unplayable. Easily one of the most fun games I've
played in a long time. NO! Do not waste time and money on this.
Impossible to control the car, cannot handle FullHD, many times cannot exit from the game without task manager.
Should not sell on steam, or ask for money for this.. This was a quirky little game. A little rough around the edges but it was nice
to come home from work and smack some little alien flea people around. The end was kind of weird but for a couple of bucks I
laughed a bunch being god of the mushroom snow people.. It is a fun game but needs to be improved. Creators should give more
guidance instead of limitless hints. This game reminded me of Machinarium.. Allright lets get this game over and done with.
Firstly- It's a fun game, secondly its not the best game. It's an indie game so dont whine too much. Its not bad.
Having said that. It is a a game ported from a mobile game sothere is bound to be issues.

Pros
Its exactly like the mobile game as in it is exacctly liket he mobile games minus the dlc. in the mobile game the dlc are
something you have to buy kromium to get. Here at least you just have to buy the the dlc and you get the titans.
Its for casual gamers. Dont think of spending hundred sof hours into it. Seriously its just a casual gaming game. If you want to
grind by all means but its better playing it, stopping doing other things then when you feel like it go back to it.

Cons
Its exctly like the mobile game. I mean come on at least change it up a bit its suppose to be in the computer. Try out better
graphics or having more ship not just use the exact same game and just port it to the pc.
THe fact you have to grind like hell just to get things. Like seriously no to grind, a little bit is okay but to spend mroe than a few
minutes just to afford a new shp or a new weapon thats given at random is freaking insane.

Having said that have fun and give it a try. https://youtu.be/c3XM9ctcARY

I'd be lion if I said the game was good. If you pride yourself as predator enthusiast I'd leave this game behind.. I don't
understand why this game has so much hate. This game was fun to play. There are some things bad about the game, like the
overpriced items in shops, the lack of story and the NPC's behaviour, but there where things that made this game good, like the
humor and the quests. I would reccommend this game, but not at full price.. Just about 30 minutes in and already having a great
time.

The game is obviously inspired by Capcom's "SonSon" and plays like a manic version of that game. Similarities: controls make
your character move left, right, jump, and drop, and firing can only be done forwards or backwards, stationary or during
movement. There are three planes along which you can travel, and enemies may come either along those lanes (from either side)
or may fly independent of them.

Notable additions include a number of unlockable characters that feel like (and, in one case, literally is) Nuclear Throne
characters, different strengths\/weaknesses, different guns, and a different active\/passive unique ability. There is a cumulative
score based unlock system, which means even if you aren't good, you'll start getting new characters quickly. Finally, coins
collected in game allow you to unlock items which essentially function as perks, giving new or improved abilities, or one time
bonuses (like refilling life).

I don't know how much content the game has - I haven't yet reached the first REAL boss (there are a number of short miniboss
waves), but the game so far is cute, fun, more than a little twitchy, and definitely scratches my "one more time" itch. I suspect
I'll be playing it for a good long while to come.. A fun civilization simulation game where the player is givencontrol over every
struture in his or her budding kingdom, but is at the mercy of the whims of his citizens.

While there is technically warfare in this game, it is limited to an occasional half-dozen "soldiers" roaming through your lands
and getting intercepted by your guards' AI, or looting a home and bugging out. The greater focus of this game is steadily
progressing your various wealth classes to bigger and better productivity. The end goal of most of the scenerios is having enough
excess good to make deals with your neighbors, some of which are readily available, some of which require you to plan out long-
range mining camps.

All done at a relatively low-key, relaxing pace.

New Save Game Feature For Upcoming Sequel:
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Evertree Inn now includes a new save feature to carry your game over to its upcoming sequel.
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